
Studio Enns has been around since 2004 and we are glad that this is the case, becau-
se we can look back on an exciting history.

Since 2016, we have summarized everything under www.studioenns.eu and can be 
found in a well-structured way for everyone. Everyone finds with us the right one I 
think from good information and, if desired also good music

We‘re just making „more than just music.“

We try to transport this moth as best we can and to design it for everyone in such a 
way that he/she can also spren it, or perceive it.

This is also reflected in numerous figures, which we would also like to present to you 
in the following pages.

With the homepage www.studioenns.eu and with the attached small internet radio we 
have the necessary possibilities to promote people in the awareness.

If they still have music, because they are artists, then this is a good winning situation 
for everyone because then everyone has something of it.

With more than 1.7 million visitors, on the homepage, we already have a good reach.
We already have a good reach for internet radio.

We are the station with the biggest hits from the 50s, 60s, 70s, 80s and the best of 
today and tomorrow. https://www.studioenns.eu/



Here are some data from the statistics.







From the stream and access data that we show here, I think one thing is very clear.

We are more than just a radio and do more than just music

Studio Enns is not bad with its homepage and the radio.

We strive to be there for everyone and to offer him or her something.



Here you can see that our pro-
gram listens very internationally 
and is also received.

We are very happy about this and 
we are very proud of it.

This shows that our program is 
well received by many people and 
is popular with people.

We say ‚thank you very much‘ for 
that.

We hope that we can continue to 
put together a very great program 
for each and every one of you and 
that this will be well received. Also 
in the future with each and every 
one of you.

Because one thing is safe.

We are not resting on the suc-
cesses we have so far, but we will 
continue to try to make us better 
for all of you.

With our virtual colleague, it is possible for us to be able to answer your questions 24 
hours a day, which affect the homepage and should, the colleague no longer know 
any more, or at the moment do not have an answer to it ready, so we can do this with 
information. We are also striving to improve these colleagues further and further, so 
that the experience and experience is even better here. We assume, or hope, that you 
prefer to return to our homepage and link an even more positive homepage expe-
rience with the visit of this homepage. As you can see above, we are also anxious to 
ensure that we do justice to special events of the year, and of course, as far as we can 
and have the opportunities, not only at national level, but also at global level. This is 
a very strong effort, but we are happy to let them go for you and you. We hope that 
you will continue to support us so greatly and with great dedication and to follow and 
support our posts and activities that we share on Facebook, as part of the channel 
page, or on my account. It is a great pleasure to be there for you.

This is the promise of us to you users, our site.

A special thanks goes to Angelika 
Doss, as well as many other peo-
ple who support us massively, that 
we can do what we do.
Thanks also to our „International“ 
support. This support is located in 
Johannesburg. Thank You too.



Besucherzahlen für

23:08 und 28.12.2019

https://d.docs.live.net/e2d30a9e9efa4e7b/se/logos groß/brandneues Logo Radio Studio Enns/^Noriginal-logo/für stempel/pdf-und-excell/Statistik 2016 bis 2019 - www.studioenns.eu.ods

Statistik 2016 bis 20

Zugriffszahlen www.studioenns.eu von 2016 bis 2019
Jahr 2016 2017 2018 2019
Zahen 69 322356 1993789 3251878

Gesamt
elektronisch
berechnet 5.568.092,00

Gesamt 
händisch
berechnet 5.568.092,00

bis 
20-12-2019

We would like to say the following: „THANK YOU“ for 5,568,092 visitors since 
25.12.2019. This is the day the homepage was started.

One should let this value melt on the tongue, because at the beginning, I would never 
have expected such a huge success of my vision.

This shows once again. If you really want something and believe in it, and work hard 
for it and try to get the fight going, then you can achieve a lot and achieve things.

This is what the team of „Studio Enns“ stands for, then for us, or with us it says one 
thing: „Don‘t go, there is nifi, because there is a solution for everything.

Only a solution acceptable to all should be sought, or taken.

An address for everything and for all 
content that distinguishes Studio Enns.



A project that is not only run in this way, but also with passion.

Your team at Studio Enns

With the Googe-Translate it is possible 
to translate our homepage into many 
languages

This without much problems and it is 
very easy. Therefore, it is applicable for 
Jenden and Everyone to

We are very proud of this.

With the Googe search in our colors it is 
possible to search our homepage, or even 
the entire web.

In doing so, we hope that we will give many 
people even greater added value through 
our side.

We strive to make the online experience 
with us as pleasant as possible for you.

We hope we have succeeded in this.


